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 THE ROYAL PRESERVES OF PORTUGAL IN THE MODERN AGE: A PROTO-LABORATORY OF FORESTRY?  Cristina Joanaz de Melo* 
 
ABSTRACT 
Much has been studied about the destruction of trees for shipbuilding industry in Europe throughout the Modern Ages (ex. Radkau, 2012). In Portugal, the geography of pine trees and cork trees felling for that purpose within the 1600s and 1700s, is fairly known. On the contrary, little information has been produced for all the Modern Ages accounting forest regeneration or processes for managing trees in the Portuguese territory. And yet, renewal of forest was a concern in the royal preserves. Thus, the present work explores how the knowledge of managing trees and woodlands in Portugal in the 18th and 19th centuries, and maybe earlier, was drawn for timber production, regeneration of woodlands and plantation of trees for specific purposes. Considering the above, the following issues will be addressed in this article: Does the administration of royal preserves reveal practices on restoration, plantation and renewal of woodlands? What would be the importance of trees manipulation – pruning and coppicing – in the performance of woodlands, forests and parks management? Finally, could we assert that there were cycles of forests renewal as of tree-cutting in the royal preserves from 1700s onwards to the end of the Ancient Regime in Portugal (1834)? 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Taking into account the capacity to transform wilderness and natural ecosystems into resources, three main drivers can be found in the logic of managing the royal pre-serves, in the 18th century in Portugal. The purposes of the ecosystems, the activities played on them and the use of their resources, would justify different practices for the improvement of woodlands, preserving wild woods and create new forested areas. 

In this sense, wider or stricter human action would be required for the design of the royal preserves land-scapes accordingly to three main objectives: assure wil-derness in the royal preserves chosen for hunting; man-aging trees in woodlands defined for timber production to supply shipbuilding industry; planting trees to produce charcoal for royal forges. 

In the first case natural regeneration of woods would be stimulated in order to grant the optimal envi-ronment for game breeding. In such way royal hunting would remain challenging. In the second case, the pre-serves marked to produce trees for the royal service, such as pine and cork trees, would require much more intensive labour on forestry engineering. These wood-lands, of long-growing species, had been targeted already in the 16th century to supply the royal shipyards with masts, seals and other woody products. In these estates the manipulation of trees, pruning, coppicing or shaping forms of the branches since the trees nursery would be constantly required. 
Finally, the affairs of war would endorse plantation of trees to make charcoal for the royal forges, in specific areas in slopes nearby river margins. Apparently this activity would have been developed from 1750s onwards, in a very modest scale in the surroundings of the region of Abrantes nearby the forges of Foz de Alge. 
But how can this assumptions be proved when many data of the Royal Preserves archives and other sources like legislation namely forest acts were pro-claimed, intending to stop irregular cutting of trees or smuggling of firewood and charcoal (Monteria Mor do Reino Archive, MMR17, 1777-1801; MMR 31,1777)? 
These records were reporting stories of forest man-agement under the concern of avoiding the destruction of a precious resource which was becoming a rare commod-ity. But they did not tell all about the time required for the growing of trees either when planted new or coppiced, which was a lot longer than life expectation of thirty years (Rodrigues, [2004], 2009), concerning long-growing tree species that would take within thirty to fifty years to be ready for the royal service. 
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THE CYCLE OF TREE GROWTH, HUMAN LIFE EXPECTATION AND PERCEPTION OF FOREST RENEWAL 
Long-growing trees species were required in the con-struction of boats equipped to cross oceans. Wood for wood crafting works, timber, masts, boards and other woody products as seals were applied in the construction of the different parts of the boats. The species most required for the supply of such raw materials in the ship-yard of Lisbon were pine-tree and cork tree (Costa, 1994; Trápaga Monchet, 2016; 2017). 

It is of common knowledge nowadays that pine (Pinus pinaster) would take within twenty to thirty years to become an adult tree whereas meek tree (Pinus pinea) and cork tree (Quercus suber) would take longer, up to five decades to complete their cycle of growth. According to Teresa Rodrigues the average for life expectation in Portugal in the 16th and 17th centuries in Portugal would be within 25 and 38 years old (Rodrigues, [2004] p. 80, 2009; Santos, 2012). That is to say that, the complete cycle of pine-trees and quercus species growing, would take longer than the period of life expectation of one generation. 
Consequently forest keepers and forest officers were responsible, year after year, to fulfil the supply of 

“sticks”, 100, 700, or 800, to be transformed in boards or piles in the Royal Sowing Engine of the pinewood of Leiria, or logs trunks and sticks for masts. 
The forests officers had the duty of delivering such orders namely when they were asked from the Royal Navy, the royal shipyards and cuts had been authorized by the higher ranked officer in the hierarchy of Royal Preserves Bureau. Understandably, their major concerns would be finding the resources required and not describ-ing the distribution of young trees about to become valu-able as timber three decades later. 
This is not a synonym that woods were not being regenerated. Keepers, magistrates or judges form the preserves needed precise information about resources that were obtained necessarily by cutting branches or even trunks. The evidence about renewal of forest as of coppiced trees growing was very scarce for that distribu-tion was not the main urge of whom was responsible for following the requests of the Navy. In the areas covered by the royal preserves as in the estates of the House of Bragança natural regeneration of trees and woodlands would have probably occurred – but yet to be proved – 

either in walled parks as in woodlands without fences but not in such a scale that would allow to used them before the passing by of two human generations. 
And yet, in those extensions wilderness was to be kept. In order to became challenging praise for the train-ing of war (Faria, 1624), walking or horse-riding persecu-tions, big and small game like deer, hart, red-deer, wild boar, partridges, pheasants and in the wetlands, ducks, were to run, fly and swim  freely in their natural habitats. 
 

 
 Diagram of Royal Preserves and cork tree distribution Figure 1.1575, 1575-1800. 

 
Apparently, what is emerging when consulting the sources and the literature available on the subject is that, instead of a constant rhythm of forest destruction for shipbuilding, the cutting of trees resulted in clearance of specific species – pine trees and cork trees –, but not of all forest. Even the cutting of oak trees in one – even vast area – in the Tagus water basin, North from Tagus main course, did not correspond to the area where existed and 
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still remains the biggest density of cork trees forest in the Province of Baixo Alentejo. Cork trees were not destroyed in the biggest area of those trees distribution, as the area of Douro and Minho provinces, north from River Douro, were not depleted. 
So, at the end, what mapping can we produce about trees species destruction within the 16th and the 17th century apart from pinewoods and cork trees? What happened to the stomps of those same trees, did they all die? If they sprout out later, how long did it take to de-velop into new adult trunks ready to produce fruits and timber? Finally, how were the other trees managed, the ones which were not doomed to the construction of ships? 
After the War of Acclamation in 1640, the Hapsburg dynasty was replaced by the Bragança dynasty (Silva, 2013). Taking into account that Portugal kept an over-seas Empire would the management of woos be reflected in this change? 

 
MANAGING ROYAL PRESERVES: WERE THERE ANY 
CHANGES UNDER THE BRAGANÇA DYNASTY? 
There is a considerable amount of literature stressing depletion of forests since the 15th century, for shipbuild-ing in Europe. “In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Venice, Spain and Portugal had to confront the growing shortage of this commodity; in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, it was the turn of Holland, England and France. In the struggle for the oceans – from the sixteenth century to the Napoleonic wars – the quality of 
ship’s timber was of strategic importance” (Radkau, 2012, p. 131). Thus shipbuilding industry would have been responsible for forest destruction in Europe in Modern ages. It only would have stopped transferring an increase activity on felling trees after the arrival to the Americas and other forests of European Empires. 

For the Portuguese case, studies from the 15th cen-tury to the middle of the 17th century have offered an overview of the royal parks and woodlands management in Portugal (Costa, 1994; Labrador Arroyo, 2009, Trápaga Monchet, 2017) while for the kingdoms of D. João IV and D. Pedro II, There is an absence of academic studies on the royal preserves as much as on forests in Portugal (Costa, 1964). 
On the contrary, we know fairly well that in the 

kingdom of D. João V (1695-1750), the monarch, the royal family and all the court would spend the season of big game hunting in the Paço de Salvaterra the Ma-gos/the royal palace and estates of Salvaterra the Magos, south from Lisbon in the left margin of Tagus (Guedes, 1998; Silva, 2009). 
D. João V of Portugal the Magnificent, ruled within 1705-1750. The owner of the Brazil gold, stated power through impressiveness in many forms. One of them was displacing the court to the lands of the province of Ribatejo where hunting played the double role of includ-ing aristocracy in the same space attended by the mon-arch but also invited by him. 
The highest privilege of all, hunting on horses and above all falconry, which had been far from the hunting practices of the royal dynasties of Avis (1385-1580), Hapsburg (1580-1640) and Bragança (1640) for more three hundred years (Costa, 1964, Melo, 2000; 2015) were to be restored in splendour and luxury during the governance of D. João V (Guedes, 1998). In order to have the stage of hunting prepared for its symbolic im-pact the control over the royal preserves for game rides would have been quite demanding in the perimeters of the Tagus water basin (Archive of the Royal Preserves MMR1 – Correspondence Record Books – record of en-tries and summaries of correspondence, 1533-1833). 
Added to these dynamic, the kings brother the Prince D. Francisco, fervent practitioner of big game chasing followed the examples of Versailles management in the realm of Luis XIV, and the English Black Act of 1704, in 1733 restored not only the  privileges of hunting for the royalty as absolute exclusive rights (Archive of the Royal preserves: MMR 9 – Royal orders and warnings 

from the State Office of the Kingdom’s Businesses, 1596-1721, 1704), breaking a tradition of royal grace on con-ceiving licences for the peasantry catch small game. On the contrary he increased punishments on poaching, adding cruel penalties except death, in Portugal an exclu-sive prerogative of the king (Archive from the Royal Pre-serves, MMR10 – Warnings from the State Office of the 
Kingdom’s Businesses on petitions and pardons, 1738-1833). 

Within the governance of D. João V, the focus on the management of the royal preserves was centred in creating the proper environments for game breeding and not as much as it had been before, for timber production. In one hand, one can induce that timber supply from 
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Brazil would result in an intermission on felling trees in the royal preserves in the metropolis, allowing a cycle of trees regeneration, not necessarily previously planned. On the other hand the pressure of hunting in the pre-serves of River Tagus would contribute to damaging the wilderness. 
When D. João V died D. José I was crowned king. This monarch spent less time in the royal preserves. Somehow what the judges on the preserves would state on the abandonment of the royal presence in the forests, parks, woodlands and wetlands (in the kingdom of D. José I) would foment a bustling activity on charcoal and firewood smuggling and game poaching. And if hunting game in the royal preserves was not much controlled, the same might have happened with the woodlands. But this does not mean that timber production and sowing activi-ties had been disregarded by the monarch. In 1751, a special attention was given to the royal factory of Leiria, in Leiria Pinewoods (royal legislation, 1751). 
By the Regiment of the Leiria Pinewoods, the navy became the official entity that would control woodcraft and sowing activities to expedite all the process of ship-building. Almost by default the timber and sticks de-manded from that Command to the Royal preserves bureau was to be attended without intermediate adminis-trative bodies, licenses and blocking procedures of scrive-ners, clerks of the royal forests that prior to this act would have major power in poaching and trading irregularly wood products (Melo, 2000). By law, the regiment of 1751 would eliminate those intermediates which were converted in figures just to confirm that orders had been fulfilled (regiment/act for the Leiria Pinewoods of 1751). 
Apart from that, the same document shows how much coeval actors knew about managing pinewoods forests and how cutting trees were to be performed in order to preserve the wood without clearings. These would be the Rules of procedure for the Master of Pin-ewoods of Leiria as well as for its Superintendent of 1751 wood factory, "§ in the same survey the places will be specified, trees will be marked to be cut for timber and transported to the Ribeira das Naus, Tenencia, and other 

works of my Royal service in the following year”. 
Showing concerns with the need to produce weap-ons the regiment for the management of the Royal pin-ewoods states in 1751, states that that in the Portuguese Royal Preserves, slopes had been forested to produce timber (mostly pines Pinus pinea, Pinus pinaster and also 

Quercus suber) in areas reserved for forges. In the water basin of river Tagus, those slopes were chosen in areas where fire could not be easily triggered. 
Thus in the water basin of Tagus, in the right mar-gin, northeast from Abrantes, pine-trees inflammable species, were planted in the slopes, where water was drained and fire could be controlled, with the aim of supplying small forges, small units to melt lead and iron. At the time, blacksmith craft activities under the royal control were developed (mainly) for horse breeding mili-tary training and weapons. 
Later on by the  Decree of January 30, 1802 §XII - "he will he also make visible and plant from the heights, pinions of Pine trees, beginning with the neighbourhoods of the ironworks along the Zêzere [river] and Ribeira de Alge; And the Valleys and Quebradas de Sobereiros, Oaks, Poplars, elms and other trees according to expo-

sure and more convenient terrain”. 
In a smaller scale the forestation carried out to pro-duce charcoal was implemented not only earlier than the big plantations of the Pyrenees or the Black forests for high ovens in France and Germany in the 19th century (Radkau, 2012, Woronoff, 1990, 1994; Sierfile, 1982) as in the slopes where they were both useful and were not interfering with fertile and private farming land. In what concerns timber supply for shipbuilding in the 18th centu-ry, and more clearly on the kingdom of D. José I, the major part of those resources would arrive to Lisbon either form the Pinewoods of Leiria, but rarely from the other preserves (Archive of the Royal Preserves MMR, 1 – Correspondence Record Books – record of entries and summaries of correspondence, 1533-1833). 
 Considering this assumption, we can then specu-late that, when there was access to an alternative source of timber supply overseas it coincided with the period in which the major interest on managing the royal preserves was directed for hunting and not for timber production. Such circumstances might have offered a possibility for a steady period of forests renewal, hypothesis yet to be proved. 
Thus, in the course of the early 18th century to the last quarter of 1700s trees would be growing naturally in parks and game woods without much surveillance. Poaching on trees products as on game evolved dramati-cally from domestic poaching to regional trade based on the resources of parks and woods. 
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When the Queen D. Maria rose to the throne in 1777, the new monarch was confronted with the need to reinforce the Portuguese fleet to sustain the war and fight the Dutch in Brazil. Timber supply transported to Lisbon in the kingdoms of her grandfather as of her father could now be jeopardized. Even if the Baltic Sea could perhaps supply timber (Kumar, 2017), the urge to strengthen the fleet in the Portuguese territory the royal preserves should be national suppliers of that raw-material. 
Thus, we can observe that, in the kingdom of D. Maria I woods were to be providers of equivalent prod-ucts demanded along the 15th to the 17th century for shipbuilding craft, construction, artillery, and hunting. Practices grasped in legislation for earlier times on the division of practices for management hunting preserves and areas specialized in trees growing, can be demon-strated for the 18th century and early 19th century con-cerning the administration of royal preserves. 
Under the kingdom of D. Maria I the management of parks as of opened woodlands would have a  different approach concerning licences to allow peasants to take their cattle to graze, to gather wood or even to cultivate the land (Archive of Royal Preserves MMR33 – Fee-farm letters of the rentier contarct with Rolim, 1786). 
The parks and woods for game hunting were wild areas which were not supposed to be designed as farmed lands neither as woodlands for timber production. Fenced or not fenced, walled or limited with ditches, game pre-serves were supposed to maintain wilderness. Both in solid land or in wetlands. As a consequence trees were supposed to grow there. 
But in 1777, the preserves were under a chaotic state. Poaching at all levels had to be substantially re-duced. The inner reason for royal woodlands existence – keeping or improving woods – was to be recovered and fast: woodlands preservation and timber production were to be directed for the royal service and no longer to fuel a market of irregular trade of firewood, logs, charcoal, meat from big and small game, ducks and fish. Activities that had been performed for decades with no restrains except by the local authorities that became discretionary on controlling poaching and trading the products of that activity, carried out for decades by villagers, keepers, officers, local police bodies, clergymen, magistrates and all the living souls crossing the royal preserves (Archive of the Royal Preserves: MMR2, 1777-1833; MMR-37, 38, 1777-1819). 

These practices had been developed in periods cor-responding to the absence of the royal families in the preserves. Poaching at all levels and subjects had to be stopped in order to succeed in this challenge. 
 
FROM KEEPING PARKS, WOODS AND WOODLANDS TO 
HANDLING TREES: A PIONEERING FORESTRY SPECIALIZATION? 
Timber production and hunting affairs became gradually separated from each other within 1777 and 1796 (Archive of Royal Preserves, MMR2, Books, 1777-1800). Indeed in 1801, the increasing specialization on woodlands man-agement was recognized as a quite different activity from the preservation of spaces for game chasing and recrea-tion.  Woods were to remain ludic areas, forests were to become resourceful suppliers of timber. 

The management of woodlands for that aim al-ready rehearsed before the kingdom of D. João V, was to become somehow, professionalized. Under this logic, forest guards and wood keepers were also to be stricter differentiated. The firsts should be trained to become skilled on managing and shaping trees; the seconds should address their expertise on preserving wilderness in what concerned game and vegetation but not, natural predators. Both bodies of keepers had the duty of policing the royal preserves in order to punish poaching over animals, fishing, hunting and smuggling game meat, firewood as making charcoal from burning trees without the proper licences (Archive of Royal Preserves, MMR 2- 1796; Melo, 2015). 
Nonetheless, in order to control the areas poached and used normally for more than thirty years, maybe sixty as if they had been converted into commons, the recovering of permits for access would allow accessed to the royal preserves in a controlled way. The kind of li-cences conceded to the villagers allowing them to access, cross or use resources inside the woods of the preserves was quite specific concerning woods for game breeding and woodlands for timber production (Archive of Royal Preserves, MMR30 – Documents on hunting licenses, 1763-1828: 1777-1828). 
In these ones, permits for taking cattle to graze and wood gathering from the floor as and pine needles was encouraged. Indeed the cleaning of woods through that process was not only allowed but that activity rented. This reveals that the practice of cleaning pinewoods was 
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rooted in the area of Leiria. The major aim that justified this practice was preventing and controlling fire when it occurred. 
While in the preserves managed to produce trees for shipbuilding industry, permits in the pine forests along the coast of the water basin of river Lis, were granted in a wider typology. Cattle was allowed to graze in specific periods of the year cleaning shrubs and dry plants as a preventive measure against fires. 
This practice remained until the French Administra-tion in Portugal, Junot in 1809 and later on the Portu-guese administration from 1813 to 1819, gave the same licences to peasantry for wood gathering for the exact same purpose and when the French army left Portugal in 1812, this strategy for the cleaning of the royal wood was repeated (Melo, 2015). 
Cleaning woodlands through cattle grazing or allow-ing wilderness to evolve would be part of two different ways of managing wooded landscapes demonstrating – in my view – how accurate the knowledge of habitats and tree management was developed among the royal pre-serves keepers. Thus the forests of D. Maria were clearly managed for the trees develop tall trunks either for masts or to be cut in boards or timber for woodcraft in ship-building while in the woodlands, wetlands and parks of the Queen, the tree cups would be further explored than the trunks. At the same permits that implied diminishing wooded patrimony, pastures or groves would be very difficult to obtain while licences for catching rabbits, fairs, small birds and ducks would be easier. Free passes for taking cattle to graze was sharply controlled as gathering wood or burning stoles to make charcoal for domestic consumption. 
Considering all the prohibition of killing the royal game (Memoir du Juif the Coudada, MMR, 31), namely wild-boars and deer, creatures that ran over farmed lands trampling crops and vegetable gardens, fencing was the only compatible way of producing cereals (grain), poultry and paying taxes over their production (Archive of the Royal Preserves MMR30 – Documents on hunting licens-es, 1763-1828). But even though licences to cut branches or picking up sticks for fencing cultivated lands, were also allowed under very stressing conditions: fences could not hurt ever big game. 
In what concerned licences allowing pruning branches to use those sticks in framing tools or again for 

fencing sources normally refer the name of the tree. Among those we can find many times fruit trees, dry or juicy (Archive of Royal Preserves, MMR-17: 1783-1796). 
Following the leading works of Ian Rotherham, Jill butler and Ted Green on ancient trees (Rotherham, 2013 Routledge; Rotherham , 2013 Springer), one might won-der about the importance of pruning and coppicing, as crucial assets to keep trees functioning In the long run, as long term suppliers of fruits, trunks, maybe logs,  and branches for wood crafting. 
The same trees, apart from their fruits and fodder, would grant raw material for woodcraft activities throughout centuries, namely fruit trees, oak species, chestnut trees, hazel trees, and even oak trees. Branches would then supply a wide diversity of woodcraft products: farming tools, building materials such as boards for con-struction of roofs, stick for fencing, weapons, carts, logs for bridges, among others. 
Thus knowledge of pruning and coppicing granted an eternal renewable resource – the branches- modelled for their ulterior functionality. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
In the 18th century Portuguese forest keepers from the royal preserves did develop a knowledge for mastering both the management of forests-woodlands and trees with a degree of specialization centuries ahead earlier than the other European countries, encouraged to pro-mote equivalent efforts from the 19th century onwards. Skills and knowledge that was carried out and evolving in the long run of the modern Ages. 

Evidence collected at the archive of the Portuguese royal preserves, is showing that plantations of trees were developed in the slopes of the major Portuguese water basin within 1751 and 1802. Forestation that was carried 
out, over and over, to supply the kings’ forges in a fire controlled environment. 

If in this case we can grasp visible periods of trees controlled renewal, when clear cutting occurred it be-comes more difficult to grasp the cycles of that effort in the documentation, once they were not a key issue for the major economic activity supplied by timber produc-tion. Trees take decades to regenerate and the life expec-tation being very short might contribute to obliterate that kind of information. 
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Maybe understanding the maintenance of the prac-tice for woodlands management followed by the Portu-guese officers in the woodlands of the Monarchs since the 15th century it will help us to grasp how was it possible to keep a royal fleet and woodcraft national production for shipbuilding industry in the Portuguese shipyards after the independence of Brazil in 1822, again under shortage of timber supply. 
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